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The Associated Students of the University of Montana
Resolution Regarding Storage of Nuclear Warheads on Campus
April 24, 2019
SB65-18/19
Authored by: Patrick James Flanagan The 3rd, Superior Freshman Senator of the East;
Sponsored by: Alexandra Akmal, The Superior Freshman Senator of the West;

Whereas, On the University of Montana campus is the oval, A large unused space which can be utilized for a variety of options;

Whereas, One such option would be to renovate the ground underneath the oval to be a nuclear silo so that the University of Montana could store nuclear warheads underneath the oval;

Whereas, By having such an option the University of Montana could rent the space out to the United States or other nuclear capable actors to store their nuclear warheads and turn a profit with the utilization of the University of Montana Nuclear Silo;

Whereas, The University of Montana could also choose to use the nuclear silo themselves by developing and storing our own nuclear warheads thus becoming a nuclear capable organization allowing us to secede from the United States and form our own nation and become the supreme college of the land;

Whereas, By being a nuclear capable nation, ASUM acting through the University of Montana could deter, threaten, or eliminate any of our rivals including: Ex-Senators who have contributed to the turnover, and—foremost—Montana State University;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved, That it be known that ASUM supports the direction of The University of Montana becoming a nuclear capable college by constructing a nuclear silo underneath the Washington-Grizzly Stadium and the Oval;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, ASUM will be in charge of the nuclear warheads by forming the new “Nuclear Action Committee,” with James Flanagan as the permanent chair;

Therefore, Let it Be Further Resolved, That this Resolution be forwarded to no one because it is a complete joke and in no way should be taken seriously.

Passed by Committee: __________________________, 2019
Passed by ASUM Senate: ________________________, 2019

__________________________
Ethan Hanley, Mariah Welch,
Relations and Affairs Chair Chair of the Senate